Nicole Jordan Romances:

Legendary Lovers:
PRINCESS CHARMING
LOVER BE MINE
SECRETS OF SEDUCTION
THE ART OF TAMING A RAKE
MY FAIR LOVER

The Courtship Wars:
TO PLEASURE A LADY
TO BED A BEAUTY
TO SEDUCE A BRIDE
TO ROMANCE A CHARMING ROGUE
TO TAME A DANGEROUS LORD
TO DESIRE A WICKED DUKE

Paradise Series:
MASTER OF TEMPTATION
LORD OF SEDUCTION
WICKED FANTASY
FEVER DREAMS

Notorious Series:
THE SEDUCTION
THE PASSION
DESIRE
ECSTASY
THE PRINCE OF PLEASURE

Other Novels in Print:
THE LOVER (updated reissue)
THE WARRIOR (updated reissue)
TOUCH ME WITH FIRE (reissue)

Early Novels Available as E-books Fall 2011:
VELVET EMBRACE
DESIRE AND DECEPTION
MOONWITCH
TENDER FEUD
LORD OF DESIRE
WILDSKAR
THE SAVAGE
THE OUTLAW
THE HEARTBREAKER

Early Novels Out of Print:
VELVET EMBRACE
DESIRE AND DECEPTION
MOONWITCH
TENDER FEUD
LORD OF DESIRE
WILDSKAR
TOUCH ME WITH FIRE (Avon Books 1993)
THE SAVAGE
THE WARRIOR (Avon Books 1995)
THE OUTLAW
THE LOVER (Avon Books 1997)
THE HEARTBREAKER